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>> INEKE AND GERARD
+ MUNRO-BAGGING
Ineke Leenders, student psychologist
Gerard Heuvelink, statistician at Soil Geography and Landscape

‘The middle of nowhere, just around
the corner’
Hiking in the rugged Scottish highlands. Ineke Leenders and
her partner Gerard Heuvelink have made a sport of it. It’s
called Munro-bagging. The attempt to conquer all 282
mountains of over 3000 feet. It has become quite an addiction. ‘It makes you greedy. I already start missing the mountains when I’m sitting in the plane on the way home. Yes, it is
often wet and misty. ‘But when you are at the top, even if you
can’t see a thing, you’ve still made it. A quick photo as evidence. Another summit: their 62nd. Only 220 to go. RK
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The pragmatic Dutch tend to turn up their noses at new year resolutions. They are
usually half-hearted intentions to shake off bad habits, more of a ritual than a serious ambition. But there are exceptions.
During the New Year reception in 2008, the then board chair Aalt Dijkhuizen proposed a New Year resolution: ‘Let’s aim for 10,000 students. We shall need them
in the future.’ At that point, the number of students in Wageningen had gradually
crept up to nearly 6000, and here was the board chair already talking about doubling it. It did not seem very likely at the time, but seven years later his dream has
come true. Last week Wageningen’s 10,000th student was put in the limelight.
So we can congratulate the executive board on reaching its target. An achievement
undiminished by the fact that Dijkhuizen was not the first to propose the target of
10,000 students - that was climate professor Pier Vellinga in 2007. The real question is: what will be the next ambitious New Year resolution? ‘One Wageningen’ is
too vague. It needs to be a concrete goal which at first makes you think: wow, is
that possible? We still have more than 300 days to come up with something.
Albert Sikkema

>> Meanwhile in Greece | p.29
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PABLO TITTONELL LEAVES WAGENINGEN
• The face of ecological
agriculture at Wageningen
returns to Argentina.
• Plea to keep chair group.

Pablo Tittonell is leaving Wageningen. The professor of Farming
Systems Ecology has been offered
a job in his homeland, Argentina,
at the national agricultural research organization INTA. He will
be coordinator of a national research programme in the field of
natural resources and environment. ‘I had some sleepless nights
before deciding to do this, because I love working at Wageningen,’ says Tittonell. ‘But in this
new job I can go beyond science
and link science with policy.
Hopefully I can influence agricultural policy in Argentina. That is a

very nice challenge. And I look forward to living in my home country
again after 15 years.’
PETITION
Tittonell and his Farming Systems
Ecology chair group study alternative, nature-oriented farming systems such as agro-ecology and organic farming. Tittonell has engaged in frequent debates with
others in Wageningen UR who argue in favour of more industrial
farming. He says his departure
has nothing to do with that discussion. ‘There are different opinions, and that is a good thing. Discussion of substantial issues is
healthy and leads to better science.’
‘I hope Wageningen will cherish these differences and see them
as a plus,’ he adds. ‘A university
should not aim at a uniform cor-

porate vision on agriculture or
sustainability. Because the university is not a corporation, but a
public institution.’
It is not yet certain whether the
chair group will be kept. It is customary when a professor departs
for a committee to look into the
future of the discipline and whether it is advisable to keep the chair
group. Ernst van den Ende, director of the Plant Sciences Group, favours the continuation of what he
calls a successful group. The Boerengroep, a student group in Wageningen, has placed a petition on
the internet asking the executive
board of Wageningen UR to keep
Tittonell’s group. The petition was
recently presented at the organic
farming fair in Zwolle on behalf of
farmers, companies, researchers
and others in the organic farming
sector.

If he does have a successor,
Tittonell would like to maintain a
link with Wageningen University
as a parttime external professor.
JT

WAGENINGEN WELCOMES 10,000TH STUDENT
February, the start of the second
semester. And they included the
10,000th student.
The university no longer aims
to grow further, says Kropff. ‘We
don’t want to grow too quickly. The
key thing is to maintain our high
standards. That is what Wageningen UR has a reputation for internationally. KG

• A bicycle for the 10,000th
arrival.
• Substantial growth in past
decade.

This academic year, 10,000 students have registered to study at
Wageningen University, which is a
milestone. The university has never had so many students. ‘A very
special moment,’ says rector Martin Kropff, who remembers the
days when there were less than
5000 students at Wageningen.
That was ten years ago.
The milestone was celebrated
on Tuesday evening 10 February
when everyone was gathered for
the Winter AID, the introduction
programme for students who
joined half way through the academic year. The rector announced
the news and congratulated the
10,000th student, Katerina Boufea
from Greece. The Bio-informatics
student was presented with a bicyRESOURCE — 12 February 2015

Increase in numbers of
Wageningen students in the
last 10 years.
05/06 4.761
06/07 4.713

Wageningen’s 10,000th student, Katerina Boufea from Greece, is put in the
spotlight by rector Martin Kropff.

07/08 4.941
08/09 5.398
09/10 5.959

cle as a gift from Wageningen University.
This milestone had looked likely for some time. There were already 9500 students registered
with the university at the start of

the academic year. Then, in the
course of the year, exchange students and students doing minors
came to Wageningen, as well as
several hundred regular students.
A lot of new students arrived in

10/11

6.771

11/12

7.473

12/13

7.933

13/14

8.814

14/15

10.000
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MORE STUDENTS ASKING FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT
• Demand for support growing
by at least 30 percent.
• The reason for the increase
is ‘anyone’s guess’.

Wageningen students seem to be
finding life more difficult. Wageningen UR’s student psychologists
received more requests for help in

2014 than in the previous year. In
total, 709 students knocked at the
psychologists’ door, as opposed to
542 the year before. That is an increase of more than 30 percent.
It is a striking rise, says psychologist Ineke Leenders. She hesitates
to hazard a guess at the reason.
‘Student numbers have of course
risen tremendously in recent
years, but the percentage of stu-

dents making use of the psychological support always remained
fairly constant. Where the growth
comes from is anyone’s guess at
the moment. We are currently analysing the figures.’
In 2013, students mainly reported
to the service with personal problems such as depression or anxiety. In 2013, 65 percent of the students who went to a student psy-

Cursor

>> SKATING

New bridge

MvdH

>> AFRICA

Collaborative project
Wageningen UR is embarking on a multi-annual strategic collaboration with
African agricultural institutes aiming
at the sustainable intensification of
food production in Africa. The project
is called ProIntensAfrica and is financed by the EU. The researchers will
be looking not only at yield-boosting
measures in African agriculture, but also at the declining soil fertility in Africa, the loss of biodiversity, water pollution and scarcity, and climate
change. The project is due to start on 1
March, to go on for two years and to

LvdN
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in brief

The inlet in the water meadows by the
Rhine provides a
beautiful natural
ice rink between
the town and the
river. Except that
until recently it
was divided in two
by a low wooden footbridge. This had
been a thorn in the flesh of the Wageningen skating club STW for years. So
last winter the club took the initiative
to get a new skater-friendly bridge
built. Skating fans could sponsor the
new bridge by adopting a plank on the
walkway. The campaign was a success
and the result is in place: a two-metrehigh metal bridge which skaters can
easily pass under, while walkers can
go on their way.

chologist were women. Most of
the students were Dutch. In order to cope with the additional
demand, an extra psychologist
was taken on at the end of 2014.
Leenders: ‘The waiting time for
an intake interview was six to
seven weeks at one point. That
is just not on.’ The waiting time
has now shrunk to two weeks.

cost 1 million euros. The project coordinator for Wageningen UR is Pieter
Windmeijer. AS

>> PERMITTED LIST

Exotic pets

‘A historic moment,’ says Wageningen
animal researcher Hans Hopster of the
publication of what has been dubbed a
‘positive list’ of permissible pets. It
has taken a full 23 years for the Netherlands to come up with clarity on
which animals may be kept as pets and especially, which may not. The
first 100 of the more than 400 exotic
mammals being kept by private individuals in the Netherlands have now
been assessed and put on one of three
lists. Besides the positive list and the
short list of forbidden pets –
two species of deer – there is also a
list of pets which may only be kept
subject to regulations. On this list are
a number of squirrels, hedgehogs and
species of swine. Hopster coordinates
the drawing up of the positive list.
AS

The cursor blinks. With my head bent, I stare at a screen of
almost uninterrupted white. My eyes roam over summarily
described research results. I type hesitantly, adding a few
more words. I know roughly what I want to say, but not
quite clearly enough to actually get it down in writing.
My bladder is complaining. I have to go to the toilet; it’s
impossible to write with a full bladder. I flush and return
to my chair. Let me see, how shall I continue? An email
lands in my inbox, a very important one. It needs an
answer right away.
The cursor blinks. That’s good, that sentence is almost the
way I want it. I’ll just read an article on this subject then I’ll
know exactly what I want to write. Huh? I already need to go
to the toilet again. And I can’t write with a full bladder.
I look at the screen. Wait, I still have a seminar to organize.
The hotel for the speaker hasn’t yet been booked. I must do
that first. I stare at my words. And the restaurant, I might as
well reserve that right away. I look up the number of the
Thai and press a couple of buttons on my telephone. No,
better not, perhaps the speaker prefers another restaurant.
It is dark outside. I look at the words I have written today. I
sigh. No, that isn’t it either. I select them all and press
‘Delete’. Done. And I do need to go to the toilet.
My colleagues are going home. I get a chocolate milk
because I’m hungry. Besides, it is too late for coffee. I
wouldn’t be able to sleep and tomorrow
I’d achieve nothing. The cursor
blinks. The cleaning lady comes in,
‘You here again? It’s late, you
know.’
‘Yes,’ I say, ‘I’m really busy’. She
nods understandingly.
I stare at my screen. The cursor
blinks.
Stijn van Gils (27) is doing doctoral
research on ecosystem services in
agriculture. Every month he describes
his struggles with the scientific
system.

More on the Resource website.
12 February 2015 — RESOURCE
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UNIONS FURIOUS ABOUT
RENEWAL OF CAO
• DLO renewed collective labour
agreement without informing
unions.
• Ministry has asked for
clarification.

Relations between DLO and the
trade unions have deteriorated further because of a disagreement
about the renewal of the old collective labour agreement (CAO) for
DLO employees. The unions are angry that DLO has registered a renewal of the old CAO with the Ministry of Social Affairs without their
consent. However, DLO believes
that it is within its rights. Meanwhile negotiations for a new CAO
are still at a standstill.
The unions and DLO have been
struggling to reach an agreement
on a new CAO for almost two years
now. In the meantime, the old CAO
has been renewed four times by
mutual consent. But last December
the unions walked out of the nego-

tiations in order to take industrial
action. Despite this, DLO notified
the Ministry of Social Affairs that it
would be renewing the CAO anyway. The unions were furious and
registered a protest.
DLO argues that while the old
CAO may have expired automatically in April 2013, the most recent
CAO renewal up to 1 January 2015
does not specify that it too expires
automatically. As the unions have
not explicitly cancelled the agreement, DLO registered an extension
up to 1 July with the Ministry.
A remarkable move, says Harry
van Drongelen, associate professor
of Labour Law at Tilburg University.
‘This is the first time I’ve heard of
this.’ He says a party can never unilaterally renew a CAO. ‘That would
mean the other party would be
bound by agreements they never
consented to.’ CAOs also have to explicitly specify when cancellation is
required, says Van Drongelen. Otherwise they expire on the termination date.

The ministry has now asked for
clarification. According to a
spokesperson, the renewal of the
CAO is invalid in the case of
‘wrongful registration’ — that is,
without the consent of the trade
unions. That will not have any immediate consequences as many
agreements ‘carry on’ but it does
mean that any new CAO can be declared retrospectively binding with
effect from 1 January 2015.
PINPRICK
The termination of the CAO can also be used by the unions to put
pressure on DLO. Or as Rob van
Baalen, chief negotiator on behalf
of FNV Government, puts it: ‘No
CAO for us, no CAO for them.’ DLO
in turn calls the unions’ protest a
‘pinprick’. The dispute shows what
little prospect there is of an agreement being reached soon. The unions have no intention of accepting
the wage offer of 1.9 percent while
DLO thinks it has made an attractive offer. RR

LEGENDARY FOOTBALL CUP
AT DE BONGERD

Wageningen has retrieved a valued trophy that was
presumed lost: the oldest silver football cup in the
Netherlands. The cup was unveiled last year in De
Bongerd sports centre. The cup not only has historical
value, but it also memorializes a time when Wageningen
was a force to be reckoned with in the football world.
Victoria football club won the trophy after being
champion in the eastern Netherlands three years in a
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row (12900, 1901 and 1902). Some of Victoria’s players
got into the national eleven, while others played a role
in setting up Inter Milan football club and the American
football union. In 1903, Victoria merged with the other
Wageningen club Go Ahead to form GVC, which is still
going today. The solid silver cup had been collecting dust
in a linen cupboard. It turned up again just last year.
Photo: Guy Ackermans

WAGENINGEN
UR SIGNS NEW
PRINTING
CONTRACTS
• ‘Fixed agreements benefit
staff.’
• Make a folder yourself
with user-friendly
templates.

Wageningen UR has signed
new fixed agreements with a
number of Dutch printers.
This way, staff need never negotiate over prices, quality and
delivery times again. There
have been such agreements
for some time, but now they
extend to theses as well.
‘This way everyone gets the
benefits of volume deals, and
good service and quality and a
sharp price are guaranteed,’
says Francis Vos, contract
manager at Communication
Services (CS).
Communication Services is
busy working on the implementation. RICOH in Kampen
has been contracted for print
runs of up to 500 copies, while
print runs of more than 500
copies will go to SMG in Hasselt. Resource and Wageningen World will in future be
printed by Tuijtel in Hardinxveld-Giessendam. Those looking to get their thesis printed
will be referred to Digiforce in
The Hague, a new supplier
with a lot of experience of
printing theses.
It will soon be very easy to
print material yourself in the
Wageningen UR house style,
says Vos. To this end, the
Brand Portal is being put in
place, with readymade templates for everyday printing
jobs. ‘Then you can very easily
produce a nice flyer or folder
in a style and colours which fit
Wageningen UR’s image,’ says
Vos. What is more, this kind of
printing job automatically
ends up with the right supplier. EvL
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LOUISE FRESCO WILL BE
DREAMING OUT LOUD

SCHEFFER ON TOUR WITH SACKSIONI

• Interview on stage with Frénk van der Linden.

• Multi-talented prof joins birthday tour.
• Including a concert in the Junushof.

Would you like to know more about the woman behind the administrator? On Friday 20 February, journalist Frénk van der Linden will be grilling chair of
the board Louise Fresco as part of the ‘Dreaming out
loud...’ series in Wageningen’s Junushoff Theatre.
In a two-hour long ‘interactive talk show’, Van der
Linden will try to find out what makes Fresco tick.
‘Louise Fresco is an enigmatic person,’ thinks Van der
Linden. ‘She’s not just an administrator; she’s also a
writer and opinion leader. I’m interested to see what
she’s like underneath, what her position is on politics
and social affairs.’
Van der Linden emphasizes that he welcomes
questions from the audience. ‘If someone’s got a better question for Louise than I do, I’ll be pleased to
hand over to them.’
Resource is giving away two tickets for the interview with Louise Fresco. Interested? Then send us the
question you’d like to ask (before 17 February). Frénk
Van der Linden will put the best question to his guest.
Email your question to resource@wur.nl LvdN

Professor Marten Scheffer is putting his academic work on the back burner for a few
months. And for a remarkable reason: a
concert tour. Scheffer and two other musicians are joining the famous guitarist Harry
Sacksioni on tour.
Sacksioni turns 65 this year and is marking this big birthday with a tour with several
of his musical friends. Scheffer - a musician as well as a scientist – is one of them.
‘We did a couple of tours of the theatres at
the end of the 1990s. And since then I have
been a regular guest player on his solo programme.’
And so it was that Sacksioni invited
Scheffer to join his birthday tour. ‘Harry
called me to ask: will you come along?’ The
answer was yes, albeit after some hesitation. ‘It is quite a lot: 20 concerts, five whole
days of rehearsals and then the homework.’
Scheffer will be taking some days off to

GMOS IN
PERSPECTIVE

Genetic modification was in the news
again, so get Bert Lotz in to comment?
‘Yes, I do get asked quite often. And I am
happy to do it. I often take part in debates
or speak to journalists. Politicians frequently get in touch with me too, to find
out about genetic modification. My role is
to give a nuanced overview so that people
can adopt their own standpoint on a
well-informed basis.’

combine music with science. ‘It is quite
strenuous. It is top sport, just like science.
You can’t just fit it in on the side.’ Scheffer
plays the mandoline, the guitar, the violin
and percussion. The tour starts on Thursday 19 February in IJsselstein. The home
match in the Junushof is planned for Thursday 2 April. RK

FIGUREITOUT

Were the nuances in evidence on Kennis
van Nu?
‘Certainly. A radio programme in which
you have an hour of balanced and
light-hearted discussion on genetic modification is really quite unique.’

Who? Bert Lotz
What? Specialist in
genetic modification
Why? Guest on Kennis
van Nu radio show

But not so balanced that there was no
debate?
‘It was prompted by Justus Wesseler’s inaugural lecture at Wageningen UR. He had
calculated the costs of not applying GM
technology. That was very refreshing. And
there was enough debate. Science journalist Hidde Boersma was at the table, and he
was more combative. I liked that because
it gave me the chance to put things in perspective on the basis of the currently available science.’ KG

Dutch higher education costs stable / Students not paying more for extras like books
and readers / Additional costs per student per year
Source: CBS, with thanks to press bureau HOP

Illustration Studio Lakmoes
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‘TRAFFIC LIGHTS’ REVEAL PLANT HORMONE
• Colourful proteins expose
amount of hormone in each
plant cell.
• Technique can improve
efficiency of plant
reproduction.

Wageningen biologists have presented a new method that uses
coloured light to reveal the distribution of the plant hormone auxin. The resulting images literally
shed new light on how plants develop. Dolf Weijers, a professor
holding a personal chair, and PhD
candidate Che-Yang Liao of the
Biochemistry group published
their technique, which they call
R2D2, on 3 February in Nature
Methods.
Weijers wants to use the technique in his research to help figure out how auxin shapes plants.
The hormone has several functions and it is not clear why it has
different effects in different parts
of the plant. In addition to basic
scientific knowledge R2D2 can also provide practical information,

says Weijers. For instance, auxin
controls asexual reproduction in
crops. A better understanding of
this process would enable more
efficient reproduction. Weijers: ‘I
am expecting a lot from this.’
THIRD COLOUR
R2D2 lets plants — in this case
thale cress — create two
light-emitting proteins. One emits
green light but is broken down if
the cell contains auxin. The red
protein, on the other hand, is stable and remains present. So the
cell colour varies from yellowish
green to red. The yellowish-green
cells hardly contain any hormone,
while cells turn orange or even red
as the amount of auxin increases.
In the images the researchers
have made so far, R2D2 produces
pictures that seem almost like the
diagrams in a biology textbook.
All that is missing is a legend describing the exact concentration.
Unfortunately the method doesn’t
work like that. The colours can be
compared with one another but
they cannot be converted into precise hormone concentrations.

Weijers wants to extend R2D2
by adding a third colour. ‘That
would give us an auxin rainbow,’
says Weijers. In addition to showing the amount of hormone, the
new system would also show how
powerful the hormone is. Weijers

thinks we could learn a lot
about how the hormone works
by studying these differences.
‘With three colours we can see
the actual amount of hormone
in each cell and the reaction it is
causing.’ RR

COLLECTING AIR ABOVE THE AMAZON
• ERC grant for isotope study of
carbon balance.
• C13 in atmosphere reveals
plant’s reaction to drought.

Tropical forests sequester carbon
dioxide, thus forming a buffer
against global warming. But exactly how big is that absorption capacity, and how is it affected by
drought? Wouter Peters (Meteorology and Air Quality) got an European Research Council (ERC) grant
of 2.3 million euros to find out. To
some extent, explains Peters, he
will be taking existing work further.
CO2 measurements in the atmosphere above the Brazilian Amazon have been going on since
2009. Bottles of air are collected
RESOURCE — 12 February 2015

from airplanes at particular times
and places. Peters wants to continue doing this for the next five years.
The isotope analysis will then be
done in the Netherlands at the
Universities of Groningen and
Utrecht.
The work on the isotopes is the

crux of the research. Levels of C13
tell us something about plants’ reactions to drought. ‘When there is
a drought, the plant closes its stomata to limit water loss,’ explains
Peters. ‘But that means less CO2
gets in and less photosynthesis
takes place.’ The heavier C13 can-

not pass through the partially
closed stoma as easily as C12. Levels of C13 in the atmosphere are
therefore an indicator of how wide
open the stomata are.
Besides this information, the
proportions of oxygen isotopes also reveal information about the total CO2 absorption by plants, and
thus the total photosynthesis. All
the data put together should provide a detailed picture of the carbon balance above the Amazon. An
important tool for this synthesis is
the Carbon tracker Peter developed: a model for keeping track of
the carbon exchange between the
atmosphere and the earth. The
ERC-funded project will go on for
five years. Peters is working on it
with colleagues in Brazil and at the
universities of Groningen, Utrecht
and Leeds. RK
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BACTERIUM’S ARSENAL MAY BE USEFUL
FOR HUMANS
• The ‘arms race’ between bacteria and
viruses offers interesting prospects
for gene therapy.
• ‘It wouldn’t surprise me if this led to
a Nobel Prize.’

Just like us, bacteria have a kind of immune system with which to protect themselves against viruses. With the recent
mapping of bacterial DNA, there is more
and more clarity about the ingenious
mechanism which is used for it. Bacteria
take over pieces of DNA from their attackers and integrate them into their own genome. If that virus or a related strain of virus then penetrates the bacterium, the latter uses the DNA fragments (CRISPRs) as
virus scanners. Microbiologist John van
der Oost’s research group was one of the
first labs where these virus scanners were
identified.
By studying these CRISRs, you are in
fact looking at an arms race between bacteria and their viruses, explains the professor
in an exploratory article in the journal Microbial Biotechnology. ‘You are literally
looking at the step-by-step evolution of the
attacker and the defender.’ But besides this
fundamental research, it has recently
emerged that the CRISPR system can also
be used as a highly refined tool for gene
therapy, to correct mistakes in the human
genome, for instance.

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

John van der Oost

Mouse damage

VISION <<

Since a plague of mice appeared in the Frisian countryside, the dairy farmers affected have been asking for
compensation for mouse damage. Through insurance, for
instance. Their chances are small, thinks Marcel van
Asseldonk, insurance expert at the LEI.
The mouse plague in Friesland has left devastated meadows in its wake. Because this is the first such plague in
the Netherlands, there is no insurance against it yet.
Isn’t there a general insurance for damage on farms?
‘There is insurance against weather, a broad insurance
package covering various natural phenomena such as
hailstorms or torrential rain. But it is not easy to insure
against diseases and plagues.’
NOBEL PRIZE
The CRISPRs are built up out of repeated
fragments of DNA, with a fragment of virus DNA in between them. Once the CRISPR has been transcribed to RNA, that
in-between fragment recognizes very specific fragments of the virus DNA, and goes
on to deactivate the virus. One of the CRISPR systems, called Cas9, has successfully
been brought to expression in the cells of
higher organisms.
Within a few years, this technique can
hopefully be used to recognize and repair
genetic deviations which are responsible
for hereditary diseases, Van der Oost expects. He is currently working with
colleagues in Rotterdam on particular bone defects caused by a
mutation of a gene involved in
bone formation. ‘We want to
adapt that genetic factor using
one of these CRISPRs,’ says the
microbiologist. ‘We shall test it
first in animal cells, then in mice
and eventually, if the results are
promising and safe, in people.’
The discovery of this defence
system is going to provide a new
repair kit for gene therapy, says
Van der Oost. ‘This is so promising that it wouldn’t surprise me
if the application of Cas9 led to
a Nobel Prize.’ AS

Why not?
‘Insurers do not know how often a plague will occur.
That is even more the case for a new plague like this.
That makes it difficult to estimate the costs. And the
demand for that kind of insurance is very variable too.
In the past insurances were sometimes offered after
specific disasters or plagues. But once they ran out, often after about five years, anxiety had died down again
and there wasn’t much interest in renewing the policy.’
So the farmers are asking the government for
compensation again.
‘That’s right. In the distant past the government occasionally compensated fruit growers for frost damage,
or crop farmers affected by torrential rain. But more
and more often now the government says the damage
is just a business risk and that farmers and market gardeners can take out insurance.’
Does that lead to more insurance among farmers?
‘A lot of insurance is taken out in agriculture but it’s
mainly for the buildings and equipment. Most market
gardeners have a hail insurance for their greenhouses
and half of all vegetable growers insure their crops.
Greenhouses and bulbs are worth a lot of money, but
maize and grass are not. So you don’t insure those so
readily.’ AS

PROPOSITION

‘Non-alcoholic beer is a better choice for
athletes in comparison to isotonic drinks.’
Nicole Jankovic, who graduates with a PhD on
13 February in Wageningen
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TIMTRACE COMBATS ILLEGAL LOGGING OF TROPICAL WOOD

An EU ban on trading illegally
logged tropical timber came into
force two years ago. But this doesn’t
reflect what’s happening in practice. An estimated 50 percent of the
tropical timber on the market is illegal. And there are no good methods for tracing it. However, ecologist Pieter Zuidema thinks he has
found the answer: Timtrace.
Timtrace (tim is short for timber) is based on the research that
Zuidema has been doing over the
past five years in Thailand, Bolivia
and Cameroon into the effects of
climate change on the growth of
tropical forests. Zuidema used annual growth rings and isotope compositions to identify these effects.
‘The pattern of growth rings is specific to a location, because it depends on the annual variation in
precipitation and temperature. In
addition, isotopes of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen provide information about the growing conditions,
such as soil condition, moisture
and the availability of nutrients.’
Together with genetic information from DNA research, this infor-

PHOTO: MART VLAM

• ERC grant for launch of tropical
‘Sherlock Holmes’.
• Detection method uses growth
rings as fingerprint.

Legal logging in Cameroon

mation provides a kind of fingerprint of the timber. By comparing
this fingerprint with data in the database being compiled, the origin
of the timber can be stated with a
fair degree of accuracy. Accuracy
means here: 10-100 kilometres for
DNA data, 100-1000 kilometres for
research into isotopes and growth
rings. Enough to trace timber to a
region or country of origin, believes
Zuidema.
COSTLY
And he’s not alone. Both the EU

(150,000 euros) and the NWO
(40,000 euros) are investing money
in the project. Post-doc Mart Vlam,
a former PhD candidate under
Zuidema, will be developing
Timtrace into a working instrument and possibly an independent
company. That will involve a great
deal of work. Zuidema’s database
contains measurements of twenty
tree species. This library must be
expanded and supplemented with
DNA data.
With Timtrace, Zuidema is aiming to interest certification bodies,

governments and the timber industry. At present inspection is
still an exercise on paper, which
makes it vulnerable to fraud.
‘Timtrace can enhance that paper-based inspection or even replace it. But it won’t become a
product for use by the public. The
measurements are too costly for
that. It will always have to be a case
of spot checks. You can’t take a
quick measurement of every plank
the retailer has in stock. RK

MOSQUITO RADAR GETS PERMANENT SUCCESSOR
• The public can start sending
mosquitoes to Wageningen
University again.
• What do the researchers
actually do with all those
mosquitoes?

Thousands of dead mosquitoes
were sent in when Wageningen researchers appealed to the public
for them in January and August
last year. A worthwhile result, as it
enables the researchers to figure
out which species of mosquitoes
RESOURCE — 12 February 2015

are the biggest nuisance in the
Netherlands.
Last week the Dutch were once
again called on to send their little
whining pests in to Wageningen.
Entomologist Sander Koenraadt,
one of the initiators of Muggenradar.nl, explains why: ‘Last year we
had a very mild winter; this year
there have been regular frosts. We
want to know how that affects the
mosquito population, now and later on in the summer.’ The idea is
to turn Muggenradar.nl into a
long-term monitor, appealing to
people to send in mosquitoes

twice a year: once in the winter and
once in the summer. From last
year’s contributions the researchers learned that mosquitoes were
far more of a nuisance in the winter than they had thought. Koenraadt: ‘It was striking that most of
the problems were caused by the
common or garden mosquito, the
molestus. We thought it was rare
here, but it turns out to have
spread throughout the country.’
SPREADING DISEASES
Although few Dutch people probably care which species of mosquito

keeps them awake, it is important
to monitor which species of mosquito are active in the Netherlands,
says Koenraadt. ‘Not only does one
mosquito cause more problems
than another, but they can also
carry serious diseases.’ According
to the entomologist, we must be
especially alert to the West Nile virus. ‘The question is not whether
that virus will turn up in the Netherlands, but when,’ he says. ‘There
are still no drugs to treat that virus,
so the only way to deal with it is to
get rid of the species of mosquito
which carries it.’ KG
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There was a heated discussion on our site last week
about the pros and cons of genetically modified crops.
And there was some minor distress. Are students not
to be allowed to make their own toasted sandwiches
in the forum? Do you have an opinion? Join in the
discussion!

REACTIONS ON...

RESOURCE-ONLINE.NL
IMMODERATE MODIFICATION
The Indian government’s refusal to embrace
genetically modified crops such as ‘golden
rice’ has already cost about 1.4 million life
years, according to the newly appointed professor of Economics Justin Wesseler in the
last Resource.
Which brings some stiff criticism down on him
from Jeff Harvey, researcher at NIOO-KNAW and
professor at VU University Amsterdam. ‘To cut
a long story short, I think Professor Wesseler is
talking absolute nonsense,’ says Harvey, who
certainly doesn’t beat about the bush. In his
view, golden rice is not so much a tool for tacking undernutrition as a cynical PR stunt by multinationals determined to dominate the food
chain for maximum profits. Harvey also dismisses the claim that GM crops are entirely
safe. ‘Excuse my English, but this is bullshit.
It is his [Wesseler’s, ed] opinion. There
are many scientists who vehemently
disagree with this view.’ Genetically modified seed, in Harvey’s
view, is a way of subjugating
farmers and forcing them to work
in the way that most benefits
agri-multinationals. ‘It is clear
that GMOs are of no benefit to
humanity.’ Gerben is inspired to join
the fray. He agrees that Wesseler’s
risk assessment underestimates the
social risks (the dependence of farmers). ‘Cleverly implemented, I think GMO’s
can be a tool that shouldn’t be dismissed too

TOASTED CHEESE PLEASE
quickly. Salt tolerance and improved resistance
to plant diseases can be a huge plus in the battle against hunger.’ Harvey doesn’t agree.
Promising technologies often have unintended
effects. What is more, technology is used here
to combat problems caused by people in the
first place. ‘For instance, GMOs that have been
developed to deal with saline and drought
stress, which themselves are the result of climate change.’ He points out that there is plenty
of food on the earth but no drive to distribute it
fairly. ‘Poverty, starvation and environmental
destruction are not accidental; they are the
by-products of economic and political actions
on the part of those who control the bulk of the
planet’s wealth and power.’

Students eat toasted sandwiches: that is practically a law of nature. But sandwich toasters
are not allowed in the Forum. This has led to a
game of cat-and-mouse between janitors and
students, writes our blogger Jan-Willem.
‘I don’t really understand why you complain
that your sandwich toaster has disappeared,’
writes Wakker Vlees. ‘It is clear that it is forbidden, so if they find one of course it will be
confiscated.’ He notes that a meth lab would be
removed from the teaching building too. This
comparison provokes some hilarity because all
the computers in the Forum are labelled Mathlab. GT wonders why the blog is about this subject at precisely this time. ‘Has the sandwich
maker in the office of the university’s good boy
VeSte been nicked?’ he sneers. ‘Dearie me, how
terrible. What must the next meeting with the
rector have been like?’ This was followed by a
classic round of VeSte and Student Council-bashing, upon which the anonymous critics
were yet again invited for a cup of coffee in the
office in the Forum. Some things just like toasted sandwich-eating students – never
change.
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Virus research
behind
submarine doors
The Netherlands has been facing more
and more outbreaks of infectious animal
diseases which can make people ill
too. In the new hypermodern zoonosis
lab, the CVI now has the means to
track down and tackle these dangerous
viruses fast.
text: Albert Sikkema / photo: Maarten Spoek
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I

t was ‘all hands on deck’ at the Central Veterinary
Institute in Lelystad last year when a highly pathogenic strain of avian flu broke out on four poultry farms in the Netherlands. The institute, part
of Wageningen UR, was working overtime to
check all the specimens sent in from suspect
poultry farms. There are strict safety protocols for this
kind of analysis, to prevent the virus from escaping or
infecting the analysts.
Zoonoses, or animal diseases that can affect humans
too, are increasingly common. To be able to respond to
these developments adequately, in the last few years a lot
of work has gone into creating a new state-of-the-art laboratory in Lelystad. In this lab researchers can infect chickens, pigs, sheep and cattle with a zoonosis. Then they can
see how the disease behaves and whether intervention is
possible. The lab’s price tag: 9.5 million euros. It was
officially opened this week by Sharon Dijksma, state secretary of Economic Affairs.
As you enter the new facility it most resembles an
experimental livestock shed. A complex network of corridors leads to 10 livestock stalls suitable for farm animals
and rodents. But a big difference compared to a normal
shed lies in the safety protocols: the rooms are sealed off
from each other and the outside world with hermetically
sealable doors of the kind found on a submarine. Showers prevent staff – who wear protective clothing – from
spreading the virus on their persons, while advanced air
filter systems close off that potential escape route. One
of the lab’s showpieces is the destructor, a Wallace & Gromit-like piece of apparatus which can make animal
corpses virus-free. For five hours the corpses are treated
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with a combination of high temperatures, high pressure
and acids until nothing remains of a sheep or pig but
what looks like a lump of dough. ‘Even the DNA is
destroyed,’ says Henk Sloetjes, head of the department of
Animal Health and Biotechnology at the CVI. The price of
this machine: 1 million dollars.
There are 10 smaller destructors in the cellar ready to
separately destroy all the manure, bedding and water
from the stalls. The brain of the lab consists of 12 cupboards full of chips and software. A glimpse of how much
technology it takes to be able to work safely with animal
diseases such as the highly pathogenic avian flue and Q
fever.
SAFETY LEVEL
The new lab is very welcome, says CVI director Andre
Bianchi. He explains how the safety of a lab is expressed
in a Bio Safety Level with a scale of 1 to 4. Existing lab
facilities at the CVI had the highest safety level for animals, v-BSL4 (v = veterinary) but for humans only h-BSL3
(h = human). ‘In the past this was perfectly adequate,’
says Bianchi. ‘Foot and mouth disease, for instance, is
infectious for cows but harmless to humans. And diseases like swine fever and low-pathogenic avian flu,
which came later, carried few risks.’
But this changed about 10 years ago when dangerous
zoonoses started to appear in the country, including Q
fever and a highly pathogenic strain of avian flu. ‘For
research on these animal diseases an h-BSL3 lab was
needed – one class higher that what we had available at
that time,’ explains Bianchi. At modest expense, the
safety levels of existing labs were raised, providing the
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possibility for lab research. Testing on live animals was
still out of the question, however. But that is no problem
now, with the new facility which is v-BSL4/h-BSL3.
‘Besides, the old procedures were very long-winded,’ adds
Bianchi. ‘The new lab brings stalls, dissection room and
destruction all under one safety regime.’
MORE DEMAND
In the new unit the CVI will be able to track down pathogens or mutants faster and better. In the coming years,
the institute will be doing research on chickens, sheep
and pigs which will be infected with a zoonosis in the
stalls. The researchers can then establish how the infection spreads within a group, in which organs it multiplies
and how infectious the virus is. The national facility is
intended not only for CVI researchers but also for veterinary researchers from Utrecht University and virologists
from the Erasmus Medical Centre in Rotterdam, including Rotterdam flu researcher Ron Fouchier, head of the
national influenza centre. Fouchier already has a highly
secure facility for research on zoonoses such as avian flu.
‘In our facility we can do tests on chickens or ferrets in
cages but not on large farm animals like pigs. So the new
facility in Lelystad is a good addition for our joint
research. Now we can do better research on swine fever,
for instance.
Research institutes such as the CVI, the RIVM and
Erasmus MC collaborate well together, in Fouchier’s
view. The CVI concentrates on the animal side, the RIVM
on the human side and Erasmus MC on flu viruses.
‘There is a lot of overlap in our expertise but we are working better and better together to pool all the knowledge
about zoonoses.’

‘Two thirds of infectious
diseases can infect both
animals and humans’

In recent years, the CVI has also done research on the
bluetongue virus in sheep and cows and the Schmallenberg virus in cows, sheep and goats. These are not zoonoses, admits Bianchi, but they do have close relatives
which are dangerous to humans. Given that they can
appear quite unexpectedly, the next outbreak could pose
a public health problem. Bianchi gives the example of the
outbreak of Q fever, the infection with Coxiella burnetti
bacteria. Until 2007, this bacterium was rare in the Netherlands, and caused no serious problems for sheep, goats
or humans. The epidemic of 2007, however, did claim
human victims and left hundreds of chronically ill
patients.
The CVI director expects the demand for research and
expertise on zoonoses to go up. The CVI is aware of newly
advancing zoonoses which could get a foothold in
Europe. Bianchi mentions the Rift Valley virus, the West
Nile virus and the Crimean-Congo virus – all animal diseases carried by insects and a danger to both animals and
humans. ‘We are experiencing more and more threats,’
says Bianchi. ‘Two thirds of infectious diseases can infect
both animals and humans. This research is essential.’

IN THE RESEARCH CENTRE
Staff coming to work at the national facility for
zoonosis research enter the clean entrance hall and
go to a room where they have to undress completely
and put on clothes and underwear provided by the
CVI. The animals to be researched come in ‘clean’
(uninfected) and are washed in a reception area,
shaved and chipped so as to ensure a standardized
research procedure. The animals are only exposed to
the zoonosis in their stall. Then they are put into an
enriched environment with distractions so they are
under as little stress as possible, because stress
influences animals’ immunity. There is no daylight in
the animal accommodation and a rhythm of day and
night is created with artificial lighting.
The staff have to move from the clean area to the
stalls through four submarine doors and three chambers. They need their unique fingerprint and a code
to open a door. The submarine doors, which open in
turns, ensure that no air passes from one chamber to

the other. Negative air pressure ensures that no air
passes from the infected area to the clean area, and
thorough air exchange ensures that all the air in
these rooms is purified before the staff return to the
clean area from the stalls.
In the heavily infected area of the stalls, the researchers wear boots, protective clothing and a mask.
After being in the infected area– a stall, the operation room or the destructor – the researchers take
their boots off, rinse their protective clothing with
disinfectant, go to a room in which the air is
replaced in a short time, hang up the protective
clothing and throw out the clothes they had on under
it. In the next room it is compulsory to shower for
three minutes, after which they can get dried and
dressed. For all these safety measures you need
three square metres of sealed passageways, changing rooms and washrooms for every square metre of
research accommodation.
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AT THE SUSHI BAR...
Museum Boerhaave in Leiden opened its FOODTOPIA
exhibition about Dutch food innovations on 5 February.
Executive board chair Louise Fresco, guest curator of
the exhibition, and secretary of state Sharon Dijksma
sat together at the ‘sushi bar’. They selected a few items
from the conveyor belt, put them on the tray in front of
them and watched the videos which switched on automatically. The stories must have rung bells with Louise.
In the films she herself explained which scientific breakthroughs lay behind all these marvellous products.
KG / Photo: David van Dam
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Impact assessment
new-style
For decades, academic quality and impact
have been assessed in the same way.
But is that method adequate in a world
fundamentally changed by digitalization
and the social media? Altmetrics offer an
alternative.
text: Rob Ramaker / illustrations: Yvonne Kroese
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M

icrobiologist Erwin Zoetendal does not
have to worry about whether his work is
noticed by the general public. Since he
helped prove that transplanting gut flora
- faeces, in other words – cures persistent
intestinal infections, he has received a
steady flow of emails from patients, school students and
curious members of the public. And the evidence for this
sizeable public interest is in the figures: his study has
been mentioned in 41 newspaper articles, 31 blog posts,
1086 tweets and 87 Facebook posts. More than any other
Wageningen publication in recent years.
Keeping track of how academic publications are doing
in the media – including the social media – is a new
approach to assessing a publication’s impact. Currently
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there is a lot of experimentation going on with these
kinds of alternative assessment systems, also known as
alternative metrics, or altmetrics. Proponents of these
methods see them as a useful addition to or improvement on current impact assessments. For decades
researchers have been judged by the number of citations
of their work by colleagues and by the ‘impact factor’ –
the average number of citations per article – of the journals in which they are published. These figures, and others derived from them, have a big influence on who gets
grants and jobs and thus a career in the academic world.
But the traditional methods of assessment have their
shortcomings. These were listed in a manifesto for altmetrics published by four researchers in 2010. One issue
is that the impact factor says very little about the quality
of individual articles but is nevertheless used as if it does.
Secondly, the number of citations someone gets can easily be manipulated, the critics claim. What is more, the
number of citations does not tell you how good the work
is considered to be. ‘Read the nonsense in this paper’ is
just as much a citation as ‘look at this important contribution’.
ADVANTAGES
Altmetrics are said to offer several advantages over this
system. You can see more quickly whether an article is
going to be influential, and a broader concept of impact
is used than the views of fellow scientists. But altmetrics
have their own idiosyncrasies. Media impact can be
manipulated too. Methods which are now used to promote commercial messages in the social media could
soon play a role in science if this approach is taken. The
emphasis on media attention also increases the role of
media logic, with its focus on strange and striking findings, in the assessment of scientific impact. This is
clearly illustrated by the fact that the Altmetrics Top 20
for 2014 included not just articles about ebola and stem
cell research, but also articles about time travellers on
the internet, penises in female insects and alcohol abuse
by James Bond.
Altmetrics are still in their infancy, says Wouter Gerritsma, information specialist at the WUR library. All
sorts of potential yardsticks are being tried out without
knowing whether they are sound. Companies such as
Altmetric and Plum analytics are newcomers which monitor the number of mentions in social media and on academic platforms. But even the well-known academic
names are experimenting with adding detailed statistics,
such as the number of times an article has been viewed
or downloaded, to their conventional citation scores. And
Gerritma thinks this is just a start. He believes it is possible to generate much more specific information, such as
keeping track of how many times an article is cited in the
process of drawing up legislation. This would give a better statistical overview of the influence of Alterra reports,
for example.
DONUT
Although they form something of a global movement,
altmetrics remain relatively unknown among scientists.

Microbiologist Zoetendal, for instance, is pleased to
hear that his article scores high, but has never looked up
the statistics himself. But there are Wageningen
researchers who keep an eye on their score on the altmetrics lists.
Colin Khoury, a PhD candidate at the Centre for Crop
Systems Analysis, discovered altmetrics when he published an article in PNAS. This journal works together
with the company Altmetric, which monitors the attention paid to all scientific articles –as with Zoetendal’s –
in all kinds of media and on platforms. Next to
every article on PNAS is a ‘donut’ showing its
impact score. This expresses public interest in a single figure. Not every mention
carries the same weight – Science counts
for more than twitter.
Khoury is very enthusiastic
about the new yardstick. ‘It is an
ideal method,’ he emails from
Colombia where he is doing
his research. ‘My co-authors and I have used
the method to demonstrate our social media
impact in research
proposals, for example.’ In Altmetric’s application he sees not only a
single overall score but
also precisely which media
have cited him. He also gets to
know more about his readers:
their origins, for instance, their
professions and even their place
in the academic pecking order. Not
that many researchers will find themselves cited as much as Khoury, however – his article
went all around the world and drew a tremendous
amount of attention. So his altmetric score is sky-high,
even for PNAS.
Interest is growing among other groups than scientists themselves. ‘You can see that universities are starting to hear about it, too,’ says Gerritsma. Recently, for
instance, he gave a presentation for the Wageningen
graduate schools, where people are thinking about
whether altmetrics can help them in future to find the
fairest possible way of assessing relevance.
TEETHING TROUBLES
Gerritsma does not wish to dismiss the teething troubles
of the new system, but he thinks many of them will be
solved as altmetrics are further developed. ‘This development simply needs time. In the next few years we shall
see what works and what doesn’t.’ Meanwhile, altmetrics are gradually gaining ground in Wageningen. The
library hopes soon to make visible on the website in a
user-friendly way how often Wageningen articles have
been viewed and read. And even Zoetendal seems cautiously to warm to the idea. ‘Perhaps I should take a look
at my scores after all.’

Are you a
researcher and
are you curious as
to what altmetrics
might mean for
your articles?
Then look up
‘altmetrics’ on
resource-online.nl.
Here you will find a ranking
of the most popular
Wageningen articles of
recent years, as well as
useful links.
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More life on
campus
The stretch of grass between Atlas and Orion is still empty and bare. But
that is set to change. Spring 2016 may well see the first performances
being held in the new amphitheatre here. This is the most eye-catching
element in the new campus design.
text: Roelof Kleis / illustration: MTD Landschapsarchitecten
IMPULSE

The empty site next to
Impulse and Helix is
planned to accommodate a
little brother of the large
amphitheatre at Orion. Extra
pedestrian/cycle paths
across the site should make
the area on this side of the
campus more accessible.

WATER GARDEN

The water garden is the place where students and employees can put garden concepts into practice, whether experimental
or not.

MARKET FIELD

The beating heart of the campus is and
will remain Forum. MTD wants to increase
its role as a sort of market square. The
existing bridge across the pond will be
widened, giving cyclists (north) and
pedestrians (south) their own lanes. MTD
thinks the bridge should continue along
the water’s edge in the form of a wooden
platform that doubles as a terrace.
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Whether a (costly) terrace is feasible still
remains to be seen. Long benches will be
installed in the grounds. According to
project leader Elike Wijnheimer, the term
market field should be taken literally.
Vendors will be welcome here. But an
extra bridge across the pond at Orion, as
shown on the drawing, has been ruled out
by Facilities & Services.
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T

he campus is quite attractive and
green. The buildings are imposing,
but the bare stretches of grass
between the buildings are not very
inviting. So a make-over is in order.
On the instructions of the steering
group for the campus’s continued development,
the MTD agency has made an initial proposal.
Last week Wednesday the draft design was presented in Impulse.
Landscape architect and Wageningen alumnus Frank Meijer (the M in MTD) was given the
task of enlivening the site by ‘creating natural-looking meeting places’. Green and attractive
as it is, the campus still has a long way to go, in
Meijer’s view. The first sketches are shown here
on these pages.

The initial drawings drew plenty of reaction
at the presentation. Positive ones, but plenty of
critical ones too. For example, it turned out that
MTD was unaware of the detailed ideas presented a year ago by the student project group
EAT. EAT’s aim is to have an academic edible
garden on campus, but while they were busy
planning, they also designed the entire site
between Forum and Atlas. This involved paying
close attention to the wet subsurface and the
seepage water. And their plans provided for an
amphitheatre too.
MTD’s design is clearly an initial proposal. In
Meijer’s view, the ideas of EAT and others of taking the seepage area as a starting point when
extending the area’s greenery can be easily
accommodated. Project leader Elike Wijn-

heimer also points out that the so-called water
garden next to Vitae (Rikilt) is an excellent site to
allocate to EAT. As yet, this site is undeveloped
grass-land.
Facilities & Services is keen to start work on
part of the new design after the summer. Owing
to the limited budget (200,000 euros), the full
plan will be carried out in phases. The amphitheatre and the widening of the bridge to the
Forum are high on the wish list. The bridge, incidentally, will be funded from other sources.

Atlas

Forum

Orion

AMPHITHEATRE

Between Atlas and Orion an open-air theatre seating
about 300 people will be built. This will take the form
of an amphitheatre with a few semicircular terraces
protruding a little way above ground level. Trees will
encircle the whole structure. The structure on this site
on the Mansholtlaan is an initial step in the plan to
connect the campus to the Ede-Wageningen Knowledge
Axis. Giving this Axis a more prominent profile is a Food
Valley initiative.
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ALL UNDER ONE
NAME?
The Plant Sciences Group has decided to stop using its DLO brand names
PRI (Plant Research International) and PPO (Applied Plant Research)
and to present itself in future as Wageningen UR. Should other DLO
brands like Alterra, LEI and Imares disappear too? Resource made a
quick tour of the various fields of knowledge.
text: Albert Sikkema and Koen Guiking

Gulden Yilmaz

Programme manager, Food and
Biobased Research
‘We present ourselves as Wageningen
UR. That’s a really well-known brand
name, especially outside the Netherlands. I also use FBR, Food and
Biobased Research, to clarify our focus. My gut feeling is that Wageningen UR is a stronger
brand name than FBR. However, many Dutch people think
that Wageningen UR is solely a university. We need to make
it a lot clearer that Wageningen UR also includes research
centres and that this combination of U and R is unique.
This combination is our strength and ensures that scientific breakthroughs are translated into applications. We
should communicate with the outside world much more
clearly, with the aim of having greater impact and attracting more business.’

Janjo de Haan

Applied researcher, Wageningen UR
(previously: researcher with PPO
Arable Farming, Green Space and Field
Vegetable Cultivation)
‘Wageningen UR is a good brand but
in some circumstances it is better to
use another brand. Many farmers see
Wageningen UR as being large, fundamental, aloof and far
away, while PPO can be relevant to their business and – bearing the research farms in mind – is active in their region. To
businesspeople, the name Wageningen UR tends to mean
the university, where all research results are made public.
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On the other hand, when it’s a question of researching
something, Wageningen UR is well known. That’s why I’d
like to keep the option – among farmers I’m from PPO, to
most other clients I’m from Wageningen UR.’

Wouter Gotje

Business developer, Imares
Wageningen UR
‘Within the marine world Imares has
built a name for itself, so I think we
should hold on to the Imares brand
name. But always in combination
with the main brand Wageningen
UR, because it reflects well on us that we are part of the university. My background is in commercial business and I experienced the acquisition of AquaSense by Grontmij. Five
years later the brand name AquaSense had disappeared
and the department no longer existed. That’s partly why I
think we should hold on to Imares. Besides, Wageningen UR
is associated mainly with agriculture, while Imares has built
a name for itself in the marine sector. You shouldn’t throw
that name away.’

Harry Wichers

Researcher, Food & Biobased Research
‘A multidisciplinary approach is almost always required to answer the
questions that are put to us. The importance of multidisciplinary research is recognized and articulated,
but because the organization is split
up into business units, cooperation is
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less than ideal. I think internal cooperation would be improved if we presented ourselves to the outside world as one
group, using one name. The way things are divided up at
present means nothing to external people. Personally, I
don’t use the name of my business unit. I recently ordered
business cards and had to state which part of the organization I worked for. I filled in Wageningen UR.’

Theo Vogelzang

Researcher, LEI
‘Thinking commercially, the brand
name LEI wins us lots of commissioned work in The Hague and in the
region. To the outside world, Wageningen UR is too general as a brand
name. When I’m talking to new clients and business relations in rural areas, where say Alterra is also active, LEI is a byword for contributing socio-economic knowledge and Alterra for spatial knowledge. In
that case, these brand names are anchor points. I doubt
whether people who aren’t well versed in the complex structure of Wageningen UR would be able to find us in future
without these brand names. But it’s no easy matter. LEI
and Alterra are strong enough to work as sub-brands of
Wageningen UR, but that might not be the case for Livestock Research and Imares. Sometimes fields of work –
take fisheries as an example – are present in several science groups. It might be an idea to present them under
one banner.’

Sjaak Bakker

Manager, Wageningen UR Greenhouse
Horticulture
‘I am a big fan of using just one brand,
but always with a clearly recognizable addition for the target audience. Otherwise
how would they know the right person to
call within this huge organization? For
the past eight years we have been using a strong combination:
the Wageningen UR brand with the addition of Greenhouse Horticulture. This is already on our promotional material. Although
we are not officially an A-brand, at the time I did get the Executive Board’s permission to profile ourselves in this way. If that
were now thrown overboard, I’d be worried it would cost us
hundreds of thousands in turnover, if not more.’

Christy van Beek

Programme coordinator, Alterra
‘I work a lot in Africa and over there I
don’t bother people with names like Alterra or CDI. I always say that I work for
Wageningen UR; that’s really well
known there. But I am also a programme coordinator for Alterra. On behalf of Alterra I approach a lot of Dutch parties with a view of
collaborating. Among them, Alterra is a familiar name. So
that brand name helps me to make contact. Of course, I also
keep my eyes open for other parts of Wageningen UR when I’m
on the road for Alterra.’
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HOW DO WAGENINGEN STUDENTS CELEBRATE CARNIVAL?
Alaaf! That’s a traditional carnival greeting. For part of the Netherlands
this is one of the greatest parties of the year. Months of preparation
precede it: fabulous carnival floats are built and beautiful outfits put
together. What do Wageningen students do for carnival?

Evelien Vaessen

Second-year MSc
Biotechnology
From Klimmen (Limburg)
‘On Thursday evening I’m
going to Valkenburg. All
sorts of carnival acts perform there in a large public square. I’ll probably go out on Friday evening
with a group of girlfriends and on Saturday to a
party in the village. On Sunday I’ll watch a parade. At secondary school I was always on a float
in the parade, but not anymore. Back then I
could help get the float ready every weekend
from December onwards. Now I simply don’t
have the time. What’s the best part of carnival?
Normal life is turned upside down in the whole
of Limburg. Either you flee Limburg or you celebrate carnival, there’s no middle ground. It’s
simply part of Limburg’s culture.’

Koen Peijnenborg

Second-year MSc Biology
From Vught (North
Brabant)
‘It’s a real pity but I have to
study during carnival.
Normally I go with friends
to a village a few
kilometres from Vught for a good night out.
During carnival everyone amuses themselves in
whatever way they like and no one is the least bit
bothered, which is really fun. I once took some
Wageningen housemates to Oeteldonk (Den
Bosch’s carnival name). They came from
Friesland and North and South Holland. Some
of them were celebrating carnival for the first
time. They really enjoyed themselves. If I have
time next year, I’ll definitely be celebrating
carnival again.’

Kristina Reinbold

Third-year BSc Food
Technology
From Halle (Westphalia,
Germany)
‘I won’t be celebrating
carnival because I’m going
skiing. At home in Halle
carnival is only for little children. We used to go
to primary school dressed up as, say, a princess,
cowboy or witch. We ate breakfast all together
and we were given sweets. That was really fun.
And in the rest of Germany? Carnival is a much
bigger event in Cologne. And in a village about
20 kilometres to the north of Halle they
celebrate it more extensively than we do. There
the children have the day off school. These days
I only watch carnival parades on TV. I think it
would be fun to experience carnival in the
Netherlands for once.’
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Lars Uphus

Fourth-year BSc Landscape
Architecture and Spatial
Planning
From Schinveld (Limburg)
‘I plan to celebrate every
day of carnival, from
Thursday to Tuesday. I’m
going to various cities in Limburg. Since I’ve
been living in Wageningen, I actually celebrate
carnival more than when I still lived in Limburg.
I didn’t used to belong to a carnival association
and my parents weren’t carnival-goers. It was
only later on that I found out that I really enjoy
it. Now that I live in Wageningen, I feel more
strongly that I’m a Limburger, perhaps that’s
why. Here in Wageningen, that sense of your
own identity gets revived.’

Joao Augusto Rossi Borges

PhD student, Business
Economics Group
From Vacaria (Brazil)
‘I come from a small city
where we don’t really
celebrate carnival. Young
people tend to take a trip
to the beach to have a party. The parade is my
favourite part of carnival. Rio de Janeiro is home
to Brazil’s most famous carnival parade. It
spans two nights, lasting from 10 p.m. until 6
a.m. In recent years I’ve been on holiday in
Brazil during carnival. But unfortunately, that’s
not possible this year. I have another fifteen
days to complete my thesis, so I’m too busy to
party.’ Iris Keizer
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TEAMWORK FOR THE UN
Collaborating with your fellow students can be difficult enough, but it gets
even harder when half the group is on the other side of the Atlantic, in another time zone and with a differently structured academic year.

DIVISION OF TASKS
One of the main aims of the international collaboration was for the students to form a close-knit
group and learn from each other. However, the
different time zones and timetables made it difficult to really form one team. The time difference
made it difficult to make appointments and the
differences between the education systems put
the Americans at an advantage. ‘Because the
American education system only has two semesters, they had already started in September,’ says
Mirle. ‘We started the course in October so we
were behind from the start.’ The Wageningen
students were able to catch up, though, as they
were working fulltime on the project while the
Americans were doing it part-time. ‘But because
they were taking other courses as well, they were
not as committed as we were.’ But even when
they were around, there was not much response

The Wageningen student group. Daphne on the far
left and Mirle third from the right (seated).

FOTO: SVEN MENSCHEL

The International Environmental Policy Consultancy Project (IEPC) is a unique course at the university. Wageningen students who take this
course collaborate with New York State University in America on a project for a real client. The
students are required to engage in intensive consultations using video conferencing, Skype,
Sharepoint, email and Facebook, culminating in
one joint report. This challenge appealed to students Mirle van Huet (Communication Sciences)
and Daphne van Dam (Development Studies).
They worked on a project for the United Nations
at the end of last year, together with six other Wageningen students and the students from New
York State.

The students held consultations using video-conferencing.

from the Americans. Daphne: ‘We tried for a long
time to form a group, but it was not easy. Forming a close group was more important to us than
it was to them. They were mainly working independently of each other, whereas we were sitting
in the same office for hours every day.’
DEADLINE
It was considered all part of the process that it
should get stuck somewhere along the line, says
teacher Machiel Lammers. It was even part of the
idea, in fact. ‘Valuable lessons go hand in hand
with frustration. When these students graduate,
their time of working together in one room on
one project will be over. In this course they encounter for the first time the kinds of hurdles you
face if you work with international partners. If
you work on a European research project, for example, you deal with colleagues who have different amounts of time, energy and money to spend
on their contribution.’
There was certainly no lack of time and energy
put into this project in Wageningen. At the start,
the Wageningen participants spent 42 hours a
week on the project, and that increased as the

deadline approached. Mirle: ‘If you didn’t look
at your phone for an hour, you had 100 Whatsapp messages.’ Lamers: ‘The students tended
to opt for a working method that gave them control over the situation. That works better when
you see each other face to face every day and
work in the same room all the time. The tendency was not to work too much with the Americans. We tried to make clear to them, however,
that they would be graded as a whole group in
the end, so that you really do have to do it together.’
In January the students heard that their grade
for the course was 9.5. But had it really been a
joint effort? Mirle: ‘At some point we really
though: “If the Americans don’t come up with
anything, we’ll just do it ourselves.’ Lamers acknowledges that the collaboration left a lot to
be desired. ‘For this year we have already tried to
sort things out so that there will be more collaboration across the Atlantic. Next year, when
hopefully this course will be part of the Master’s
track on Sustainable Development Diplomacy,
we will pay even more attention to that. This is a
LvdN
learning process for us too.’
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AGE (1)
Scientists at the University of
Edinburgh have discovered a kind
of internal DNA clock. If the clock
ticks faster than average, you die
earlier. The clock looks at the
speed at which DNA reacts with
methyl. We are just one step
away from a lifespan predictor.
Interesting development for the
insurance companies.

AGE (2)
It is possible to maintain good
mental health into old age. Start
meditating! Researchers at the
University of California have
discovered that meditation keeps
the brain healthy. Meditating
brains lose grey matter at a slower
rate. But you must have stamina.
The group of meditators studied
had been at it for
an average of
46 years. The
study says
nothing about
meditators
who did not
live as
long…

Ballroom dancing club takes the floor
Wageningen will soon have
another student sports association
to add to its roll call. A number of
students are busy setting up the
Wageningen Ballroom Dance Association (WUBDA).
Instigator Els van de Zande, currently a second-year Biology student, was previously a member of
Utrecht’s student ballroom dancing club. When she decided to
transfer to Wageningen after a
year, she discovered that there’s no
similar club here, despite the fact
that this is ‘a good way to quickly
get to know people and to feel at
ease wherever you go’. Last spring
she went in search of people who
shared her passion and wanted to
help her set up an association.
This brought Els in contact with
Kikkie Poels, first-year Master’s
student of Animal Science, who
was keen to help her. Poels: ‘I’d
been dancing for a couple of years
before I came to Wageningen, and
I missed that feeling of elegance
that you have on the dance floor.’

Klaudyna Borewicz, a PhD candidate and dance teacher who had
harboured the same idea for some
time, also joined Els.
The threesome will be organizing
beginners’ and advanced lessons.
From jive to cha-cha and from the
waltz to the tango. Klaudyna: ‘For
those who are interested, we’ll also
be organizing workshops with professional coaches and we may even
put together a competition team.’
The organizers hope to get the ap-

proval of Thymos, the student
sports foundation, by the end of
this year. Then they can call themselves an official student sports association. Borewicz: ‘Luckily we
don’t need to be an official association to start the lessons. We are
already holding our first workshops in the Bongerd.’ Between
twenty and thirty students have already shown interest in WUBDA.
They are keen to join as soon as
that’s possible. IK

BIKE SALE
GIRL POWER
Girls are outstripping boys at
school almost all over the world,
shows research at the University of
Missouri. The researchers looked
at the attainment levels of 15-yearolds in reading, mathematics and
science. Political, economic or
social inequalities have no effect at
all. Only in Colombia, Costa Rica
and one region of India are boys
doing better.

COUNTING
Counting and ranking things is a
hereditary trait. Young chicks do
it using a line of numbers that
runs from left to right, reveals
an elegant Italian study at the
University of Padua. In 70 percent
of the cases chicks make an
accurate estimate of whether a
quantity is larger (right) or smaller
(left) than the base quantity they
have learned. Smart chicks.
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Imagine you had just arrived in Wageningen as an
international student. What’s the first thing you
buy? Yes, a bike. And that’s why a second-hand bike
sale was organized during the Winter AID. Students
could buy a done-up town bike here for a reasonable

price. There were quite a few test rides along the
cycle paths around the Forum, and bikes changed
hands. So now the new cohort of international
students can get to the pub – er, their lectures.
LvdN / Foto: Sven Menschel
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EPISODE 44 - MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<
ILLUSTRATIONS: KIM PETERSE

The story so far: A couple of months ago Vera
met an alternative type of guy. After a slow start,
they now seem to be gradually getting serious.

Vacuum cleaner
A

chilling scream shattered the Saturday
morning quietness in the house. Still halfasleep, Willem-Jan stumbled out of his room.
‘Seriously, what the fuck is going on?’ Bianca,
dressed in a bathrobe, had pressed herself up
against the wall. She was pointing. ‘A spider, a
spider!’ A web had indeed been spun across a
corner of the room. And its owner was adding
another new thread to its lower edge.
‘Well spotted,’ said Willem-Jan. ‘Really, it’s
such a waste that you’re not doing biology.’
Behind him, Vera came out of her room, yawning. Vecino
started butting the housemates’ legs enthusiastically.
‘It’s so big. Someone has to vacuum it up.’
‘It’s a pretty big one alright,’ said Willem-Jan, ‘but he’s not
gonna eat you up. Well, it’s a nice little performance but I’m
going back to bed.’
‘Pleea-heeease get rid of that animal.’ Bianca pouted and Willem-Jan rolled his eyes in response. Sighing, he ambled over
to the hallway cupboard to get the vacuum cleaner. Vera
watched all this looking thoughtful.
‘Why do you want to vacuum up the spider? He catches flies
and he won’t hurt you.’
Bianca looked indignant. ‘It’s got legs. It’s hairy. It’s scary.
Get rid of it.’
‘Rubbish!’ said Vera. She launched into a speech about
respecting life and giving nature free rein. Bianca looked at
her open-mouthed and with mild disgust.
‘Since you’ve been hanging out with that dismal dreadlock
guy you’ve been getting weirder by the week. I’ll show you
what I do to big fat spiders.’ Irritated, Bianca yanked the vac-

uum cleaner’s hose out of Willem-Jan’s hands and hit the ‘on’
button. The green, vintage 1980s machine burst into life with
an awful racket. Vera jumped between Bianca rushing headlong across the room and the spider’s web.
‘Get out of the way, you cow!’ ‘Piss off with that hoover, bit...’
As the nozzle of the vacuum cleaner was pressed to her
mouth, Vera’s last words died in her throat.
‘Ladies, ladies,’ said Willem-Jan as he switched off the vacuum cleaner. ‘Shall I throw the spider onto the balcony? Spider gone but not dead. Everyone happy.’ It seemed to be a
compromise they could all support. Willem-Jan carefully
grasped the spider, which immediately scampered over his
hand and dropped to the floor. Bianca screamed.
‘Fuck. Where is it now?’ Willem-Jan had just knelt down to
capture the little beastie when Vecino raced past him. The
cat pressed the spider to the floor with his paw, caught it
between his teeth and dashed off. Willem-Jan watched in
stunned silence before bursting into irrepressible laughter.
‘It’s the circle of life.’ Immediately Vera dealt him a thump.
‘Asshole,’ she said and ran into her room.

Resource follows events at Mortierstraat 14B

Students get away with crass behaviour
Cyclists who ignore traffic regulations at Tarthorst shopping
centre almost never get booked,
it turns out from a remark by
community police officer Alex de
Wit in De Gelderlander newspaper. So are racing students being
let off?
No, says De Wit in a clarification. ‘I
give a ticket to cyclists who commit

serious offences such as ignoring a
red light or cutting people up. But
it wouldn’t be fair to fine people
for crossing without giving a hand
signal. I’ve seen 300 people commit the same traffic offence in the
space of 15 minutes. If I give ten of
them a ticket, that’s completely
random. There needs to be an element of fair play.’
Nevertheless, what De Wit sees

during his weekly checks in De
Tarthorst make him wince. The
traffic situation in the residential
neighbourhood has been the subject of debate for some time: hundreds of cyclists cross De Tarthorst
from the town centre to campus
between quarter past and half past
eight almost every morning.
‘The cyclists, especially the students, often shoot out left and

right in front of the cars and other
people,’ says De Wit. ‘Most don’t
stick their hand out. I often see
cars having to brake hard. Their
excuse is that they’re in a hurry to
get to lectures on time. Ridiculous. They should just get out of
bed earlier.’ De Wit doesn’t give
tickets for the students’ crass behaviour, but they do get a severe
reprimand. LvdN
12 February 2015 — RESOURCE
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>> PARTIES
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie. Check
www.wageningenup.nl for all parties.

HET GAT - WINTER AID NEON CHAMELEON
Friday 13 February from 23.00 to 04.00
IxESN and ISOW have joined forces for this party during the Winter AID. They are pulling out
all the stops to help the new wave of students
feel at home in Wageningen. Count on neon
paint and black lights. A good start to the weekend!

CERES - T3 PARTY: JUICY IN THE JUNGLE
Thursday 19 February from 23.00 to 05.00
The big student associations have been collaborating successfully for years to organize T3 parties. Likewise, you don’t want to miss this year’s
romp, especially because it is the major integration party. Pull on your juiciest Tarzan or Jane
outfit and come and let your hair down at Ceres.
Tickets will be sold at the door. Members of
participating student associations pay 3.50 euros to get in, non-members one euro more.
Minimum age 18.

THE SPOT - AID THEME PRESENTATION PARTY
Wednesday 25 February from 22.00 to 04.00
Just like last year, the theme of this AID will be
announced at a party in The Spot, in Orion.
There’ll be dancing to the beats of Carl Tricks
and others. More WCs have been added, so the
queues won’t be as bad as last time. Don’t forget to bring your cashpoint card because you
can’t pay in cash.

This feature is provided by the Wageningen-UP.

HET GAT - ONE KNIGHT STAND
Friday 20 February from 23.45 to 04.00
A joint effort between IxESN and Veste isn’t
something we’ve seen before. But this promises
to be a good party. ‘Find thy knight in shining
armour.’ Members get in free, non-members
pay 3 euros.

>> THE WORKS
‘I COULD DO MORE
THAN I THOUGHT’
Who? Marlies Casteleijn, MSc Health and Society
What? Five-month internship and thesis with Bridge for Health
Where? Vancouver, Canada
‘My internship took place at Bridge for Health, a Canadian organization
that aims to disseminate knowledge about healthy food, especially among
vulnerable groups. The main thing that attracted me was health literacy, a
concept you can use to indicate the skills a person has to positively influence their own health. The founder of Bridge for Health was very enthusiastic about my ideas, based on which we developed the Bridge for Health
Literacy Project together. Eventually, the study was so large and had so
much potential that I also made it the subject of my thesis.
In the current literature, health literacy focuses mainly on the medical
aspects. But as well as physical health, mental and social aspects also
play an important role. With our project we wanted to make the concept of health literacy more holistic. In addition, we focused mainly on
young people from the native American community. These ethnic
groups have on average more health problems due to their background
of colonization and repression. For ten weeks I gave workshops on
Wednesday evenings to these young people to make them more health
literate, which I found very nerve-wracking in the beginning. They have a
different culture, are very shy and have difficulty starting a relationship.
That made it difficult at times to forge a bond with them and make a
success of the project. After ten weeks, however, I noticed that in their
own quiet way they had embraced me. This was evident during the last
workshop: suddenly everyone said ‘bye bye’ and they gave me a hug.
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During my internship I learned that I was capable of doing much
more than I had anticipated. Thanks in part to the founder, who apparently had great faith in my abilities. For example, she asked me to give
a presentation to 200 people at a conference that would be held in two
days’ time. This naturally caused me tremendous stress, but happily
everything went well. My internship was also a valuable networking
experience. All of a sudden, I’m getting offers of work or research.’
Milou van der Horst
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APPZ
Apps come in all varieties.
Useful, innovative, exciting,
amusing and completely pointless.
Hundreds of new ones come out
every week. Resource picked
out a few that stand out, and
of course we are open to
suggestions. Email your find
to tip.resource@wur.nl

MEANWHILE IN... <<
Meanwhile in ... Greece

In the news: The new Greek government is revoking economic
austerity measures and negotiating with European governments
about the conditions for paying off the national debt.
Commentary by Serko Partemian, MSc Management and Vasilis
Andriopoulos, MSc Biology
Serko: ‘A new wind is blowing; the north isn’t the only direction
it’s coming from anymore. Not that we should refuse every
offer of cooperation, but now we’ve learned that aid always
has consequences. The government received money to survive
the crisis, but used some of it to buy nuclear submarines.
And to pay off debts, we need to take out new loans; it’s a vicious
circle. This has the effect of reducing opportunities for young
people in Greece. Many of my friends have gone abroad.’
Vasilis: ‘Greeks took to the streets to protest in favour of the
government. That’s never happened before. For the first time
in recent history we have the chance to do something good.
Since the crisis we hadn’t had any real democracy anymore.
We were allowed to choose which government would
implement the austerity measures recommended by European
authorities. Every Greek knew this: we voted for nothing.’
Serko: ‘I don’t like to follow politics, because politicians
don’t listen to each other. At any rate, that’s how it was at the
University of Thessaloniki, where every programme has a
political youth party. But I do have faith in the new finance
minister, an economics professor. If anyone can come up
with a solution then it is Mr Varoufakis.’
Vasilis: ‘So far the new leaders have been doing what they
promised: looking for an alternative to cutbacks. This is
neither radical nor unreasonable. If it becomes evident that a
medicine doesn’t work, there’s no point continuing to use it.
I don’t understand why Merkel rejects every proposal and why
the rest of Europe follows Germany’s lead. A strong Greece is
advantageous to everyone. If we don’t give the economy the
chance to recover, we will never be able to pay off our debts.’

RECYCLEMANAGER
Are you allowed to throw an empty
paintpot in the dustbin or not? And
when was it the kliko will next be
emptied? Where can I get rid of that
old cupboard that nobody wants? This app gives you
all the information you need about garbage
collection, collection points in the neighbourhood,
opening hours of the local dump and handy
information for waste sorting. There are reminders to
ensure that you can never again forget to deal with
your trash quickly and responsibly. Get recycling
FREE

TINDER
There is no way around the meat
market that is called Tinder
anymore. This dating app puts you
in touch with singles near you
through profile photos that you can like or dislike.
Only when there is mutual approval can you chat or
make an appointment. Boost your own ego by
getting as many likes as you can, or take it more
seriously and look for your very own boy/girl next
door!
FREE

DROPBOX
We couldn’t be without it, that 2 GB
storage space you can access from
any computer, tablet and
smartphone. Store photos,
documents and videos there and share them with
colleagues, family, fellow students or society
members. The files you have marked favourite can
even be viewed offline. Secure and super-handy.
FREE

PT
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Deadline for submissions (max. 75
words): one week before publication
date. Email: resource.wur.nl

announcements
Student Council election
The Student Council 2015/2016 election will be held from Monday 18
May 2015, 00:00 hrs to Friday 22
May 2015, 23:59 hrs inclusive. The
complete time schedule for the Student Council election can be consulted at SSC online (via https://ssc.
wur.nl/Student/, choose ‘Elections’
in the left menu, or via https://ssc.
wur.nl/elections/) and Studentnet
WU. A copy of the decision of the
Student Council will be available for
inspection at the office of the Secretary of the Student Council.
Any person concerned may lodge a
notice of objection to this decision
until 19 February 2015 inclusive,
with the Secretary of the Student
Council, Hermijn Speelman, Droevendaalsesteeg 4 (Room D.107), P.O.
Box 9101, 6700 HB Wageningen.

Donate some of your hair to science
For research on improving the forensic use of hair as evidence, hair is
needed of people who have used cocaine in recent years (whether sporadically or regularly). A research assistant will cut a few hairs to a thickness of 2 to 3 millimetres from the
head of the cocaine user (or former
user). Expenses will be paid.
Info: Wilco Duvivier, wilco.duvivier@
wur.nl / 0317-482378

Wanted: committee members for
Happietaria
The pop-up restaurant for charity
will open again mid-May! We are looking for enthusiastic committee
members. This year the money
raised will go to a Tear project in Kenya. Like the idea of contributing to
this project? Send an email to: pr.
wageningen@happietaria.nl

Vacancy Agromisa: Agrodok Designer
with knowledge of InDesign
The Agromisa Foundation publishes
a series of handbooks designed to
support sustainable small-scale agriculture in the tropics. The designer
takes care of the layout of the Agrodoks in InDesign. Qualifications: InDesign, English and French as far as
necessary for the design work. Workplace: Agromisa office (building with
the clock), Generaal Foulkesweg 37
Wageningen.
Info: Eva Kok: 0317-483151 or 0628821912, eva.kok@wur.nl

Thursday 12 February to Wednesday 25 February

Languages courses
are starting again
Dutch

Evening courses Dutch, Social Dutch for Students

English

IELTS, Advanced Speaking Skills, Practical English,
Academic Writing, Academic Writing & Presenting

French

FILMS FOR STUDENTS
Filmhuis Movie W is showing four
films. Marie Heurtin is about a deaf
and blind girl and her nurse in late
19th century France. Mommy is a
heavy drama about a widow bringing up her unruly son. The Salt of
the Earth is an idiosyncratic portrait of photographer Sebastião Salgado. Stray Dogs is a meditative
Taiwanese story about a father and
his two children in the big city.
INFO: WWW.MOVIE-W.NL

LECTURE & DEBATE: LANDSCAPE
SCENE INVESTIGATION - WHO
CREATES THE DUTCH
LANDSCAPE?
The act of planning and designing
outdoor spaces and regional landscape is in transition. Who creates
the Dutch Landscape, we can ask
ourselves. If we go beyond the
usual suspects of planners and architects who help to create the
Dutch landscape, we find professionals such as marketeers, photographers and entrepreneurs. A
photographer, a landscape architect and a marketing consultant
will present their projects and how
they contribute to the Dutch landscape. The overall question of the
evening is: who makes, creates
and owns the Dutch landscape? Venue: Gaia
INFO: WWW.STICHTINGRUW.NL

Wednesday 18 February, 20.30

ENERGY BOOSTER
Tired of studying and exams? Re-

MCB-51403: Capita Selecta
Commodity Futures & Options
Always wondered about what is happening at the trading floor
of exchanges like the ones in Amsterdam, London and Chicago?
Wondered about how (agribusiness) companies manage their risks
using commodity futures and options? Wondered about how it would
be if you were trading commodity futures in Amsterdam, Frankfurt
and Paris?

Spanish
Register now!

agenda

Tuesday 17 February 19.30

www.wageningenUR.nl/into

Start
March - April

The Marketing & Consumer Behavior Group organizes a unique course
that will introduce students to commodity futures and options markets.
Students will develop an understanding of the markets and how they
work, gain knowledge about the theory behind futures and options
markets, identify their economic functions, and develop an analytical
capability to evaluate their economic usefulness. This course is taught
by Professor Joost M.E. Pennings (Marketing & Consumer Behavior Group,
Wageningen University). There are only 40 seats available.
If you are interested in taking this course (3 Credits) please register
with Ellen Vossen at MCB (room 5029, De Leeuwenborch, e-mail: Ellen.
Vossen@wur.nl, tel. 0317-483385). You can also pick up the materials
here. Lecturers are on 20 and 27 March, and on 10, 17 and 24 April 2015
(period 5) in room C78 of the Leeuwenborch. Times are 10.30-12.15 hrs.

0109_INTO_Resource_adv_voorjaarstraining_UK_02.indd
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gain your energy before new period starts! Join Green Office and
Wageningen Environmental Platform for a drink! This is your chance to get to know us better and to
expand your network. Anyone is
welcome to join. Besides: the first
20 people drink for free 
Are you coming? Let us know!
greenoffice@wur.nl
Venue: Annie’s Kroeg (Asserpark)

tening for budding leaders, you
will learn how to wind your students/ professors/ colleagues/
partner around your little finger
and massively boost your credit at
work and in your personal life.
Through focused exercises based
on Otto Scharmer’s ‘Theory U’, you
will learn how to prevent your assumptions and judgements getting
in the way, how to persist with

your questions and how to listen
between the lines to the intentions, worries and wishes of your interlocutor. The lecture will be given by Petra Hiemstra, director of
the ‘Hague Highflyers’. Sign up
through wageningendebating@
gmail.com
Venue: Impulse, Stippeneng 2 Wageningen, gebouw 115

colophon

Resource is the magazine and news website
for students and staff at Wageningen UR.
Resource magazine comes out every fortnight
on Thursday.
Subscriptions
A subscription to the magazine costs €58
(overseas: €131) per academic year.
Cancellations before 1 August.
Address
Akkermaalsbos 14, 6708 WB Wageningen
(Nexus, Building 117, bode 31). POBox 409
INFO: WWW.WAGENINGENDEBATING.COM
6700 AK Wageningen. Secretariat: Thea Kuijpers, resource@wur.nl. T 0317 484020
Thursday 19 February, 19.00 –
Website: www.resource-online.nl.
ISSN 1389-7756
22.00
Editorial staff
YOUNG KLV TRAINING –
• Edwin van Laar (editor-in-chief)
STUDYING EFFICIENTLY
edwin.vanlaar@wur.nl, 0317 482997
A useful training session to help
• Rob Goossens (editor)
rob.goossens@wur.nl, 0317 485320
students to increase their focus
• Roelof Kleis (ecology, social
and reduce distractions. You learn
sciences, economy),
about the right state for you to
roelof.kleis@wur.nl, 0317 481721
work in, distinguishing between
• Koen Guiking (web editor)
koen.guiking@wur.nl, 0317 488190
urgent and important, the systems
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>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Go Dutch, go slow
It is a common belief that the Netherlands is a country with a slow pace of life. You can hardly feel
the metropolitan life in big cities here. Many facts can prove this: the shops only open at 9:30 in
the morning in the winter, there are many holidays throughout the year, the banks are closed during the weekend, there are few people on the street at night.

Though I have been living in Holland for three years, I am still occasionally shocked by the
relatively slow pace. The most recent one was during the movie The Hobbit: The Desolation of
Smaug. As a big fan of the Lord of the Rings, I had to see this movie, so I went to the cinema. There
was a scene in the movie where Azog, one of the main villains, was chasing the dwarves. The
moment Azog almost caught the dwarves, the big screen went black all of sudden. I thought
something was wrong with the projector, but people around me stood up and walked out,
unsurprised. Manifestly, this was normal to them. Apparently, even the movies are interrupted
with a break in the Netherlands.
I have asked many foreign friends whether they also have a break during the movie, but this is not
the case in Vietnam, Indonesia, Germany, Spain, or the Czech Republic. It is clearly one of those
uniquely Dutch things, contributing to the slow and enjoyable life here. Yue Han, Chinese PhD
student at the Laboratory of Virology

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it briefly. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn fifty euro and Dutch candy.

Even the movies are
interrupted with a break
in the Netherlands

